
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Issue: 5 

Fri, Sept 23, 2022 

urrently in math the focus is:  

Writing numbers with correct 

formation 

Counting sets of numbers within 0-

10 using manipulatives, pictures, 

dots, tally marks.  

 

Place value of tens and ones. 

Calendar concepts – seasons, 

months, days of week, years in 

time. Counting on and counting 

back numbers on a calendar; 

today, yesterday, tomorrow.  

Number sense – Varied ways to 

make and recognize numbers 1-10. 

Use manipulatives or things 

around your yard/home to show a 

number.  Explain your thinking.  

Patterning – recognizing and 

copying or making patterns 

Left and right directions and 

moving across a page.  Following 

rows across, columns up or down. 

Concepts of same, different, 

similar.  Identifying and sorting 

items by these concepts. 

Next Week’s 

“What’s in the BAG?” 
 

P, p 
 

 

 

This Week’s Core Knowledge Curriculum was:  
 

• Responsibility:  Practicing rules & routines; doing my 

jobs, owning my mistakes, and learning how to ask for 

help, apologize, forgive, and work together with others. 

Growing my self-regulation! The Little Red Hen, Galdone. 

• Maps, globe, map skills using symbols and map key.  The 

seven continents.  North America, the United States & 

Colorado on the map and globe.  North America, Lindeen. 

• Apples; Johnny Appleseed; Apple Day.  

Spalding – Language Arts 

Phonograms introduced, written and sound: We will learn one 

phonogram per school day (oral sounds and how to write it): o, a, 

c, d, g, s, f, qu, e, b, h, u, i.  Large focus on all vowels! 

Daily school focuses: Recognizing the beginning sound in a word; 

producing other words with the same beginning sound.  Identifying 

letter names until we are fluent in random identification of both 

upper and lowercase letters.  Other skill focuses include clapping 

or drumming syllables in words; counting words in sentences; 

identifying rhyme, producing rhyme; using phonogram sounds 

that are known to build easy words and modeling how we can put 

sounds together to read. Type of literature: Narrative – has 

characters, tells a story for fun, usually made up/fiction. 

Home Focuses: Practice all phonograms learned orally and with 

air writing.  Look for alphabet letters in print all around you and 

see how fast you/your child can name the letters – review all letters 

not known using tactile writing while naming; play beginning 

sounds games with items in your home; Read rhyme books and be 

silly with rhymes; practice following oral directions with games 

that include use of colors, shapes, letter names, numbers.  

 Learning to listen and do is key in kindergarten.  Give 1-3 step 

directions in varied activities, play games with following directions.  

Work on knowledge of these positions using their hands/bodies, on 

paper or in books, or using toys – above, below, behind, in front of, 

after, before, on top of.  Top, middle, bottom. LEFT, RIGHT 

(including looking for rows going across left to right or columns 

going up and down.)  

Important Dates to Remember 

Oct 4: Longneck Pumpkin Farm – see notes! 

Oct 6 & 7: Parent-Teacher conferences; No 

school for all elementary. See notes. 

Oct 10-14: FALL BREAK 

 

 

 

Fall is here – 

send jackets! 
(Labeled with names!!) 

  September Character Virtue 

Responsibility: practicing the 

Golden Rule; doing my part in the 

groups I live and work in. 

 

Next Week’s 

“What’s in the Bag?” 
 

B, b 



Parent Notes/Reminders 
 

Upcoming Kindergarten Events – Details to help you out! 

Longneck Pumpkin Farm Fieldtrip: Tuesday, October 4. BOTH AM and PM classes go together 

by bus to the field trip. The school day for ALL kinder children will run from 8:15 – 12:15 

(possibly to 12:30 if buses run late.)  PLEASE set up driving arrangements and reach out if 

you have questions.  

Parent Teacher Conferences: Thursday and Friday, October 6 & 7. Please sign up for one time 

slot. Sign up information will come to your email. (Sign up.com) I value this time to meet 

with you.  Please be ready to share about your child so that I can learn about them (as a 

whole child – not just a student) from your perspective.  We will also discuss strengths, any 

concerns, and set next goals we have for their growth. 

 

 Tuesdays are gym shoe days (CLOSED TOE, NOT SLIPPERY), and shorts/pants/skorts work best.  

  

 Birthdays:  Each child will get a birthday day at school.  We will work together to plan the closest day to their 

actual birthday.  If it falls on an actual day of school, assume that we will celebrate it that day. You are 

welcome to send in a treat to share during snack time, or if your child wants to share something else, that is 

also fine.  Please remember to send in any recipes 1 day ahead for our nurse to check AND no nuts, please. 

 

 Check take-home folders each day after school and be sure folders get put back in backpacks. Any math 

worksheets that come home blank or unfinished are NOT homework – just additional practice.  If your child 

misses school for more than two days, I will send home items missed with notes on worksheets with ideas of 

how to teach the concept at home or items to practice.  I can also email you ideas to use.  Often, we can catch 

up at school if only one-two days are missed.  If you are doing make up work from days missed, please return 

any math or literacy items done at home for me to check.  

 

 Math: All concepts of math are better practiced with manipulatives and physical connections (ex: jump the 

number of jumps while practicing what number 5 looks like, or hold up fingers to show five, or build a tower 

of 5 Legos.)  We will teach number writing specifically and I will send home the rhymes we use to help build 

correct directionality. 

 

 Phonogram practice:  Please only practice the phonograms I have introduced.  They should practice the 

sounds several times a week with you, carefully saying each sound that a phonogram makes in the order 

listed on the back of the card.  I use my hand to direct, so they make each sound distinctly.  For writing – each 

phonogram is taught only as a lowercase for now.  This is because most of the letters we write are lowercase.  

We will teach capital formation later in the year.  For now, you don’t need to practice the writing of the 

phonograms as we are still building correct directionality and formation here.  You can ‘air write’ with their 

finger in their air or sensory write in sand/shaving cream/etc. as you say sounds as long as you are following 



the correct formation. Once a phonogram is learned well, they will be asked to write it correctly in their name 

the way we learned it – so you can practice names looking like a capital first letter and all lowercase after.   

 

o All letters that are round are taught by way of a clock.  We teach them that for short clock letters they 

find the midpoint (dotted middle line), then they move two baby jumps down to where 2 o’clock 

would be on a clock, then they go up and around (to the LEFT) the clock to touch the midpoint, come 

down to sit on the baseline, then come back up to close (letter o), or leave a cookie with a bite out of 

it (letter c) or pull a straight line down after they close (letter a) or pull straight down to the basement 

and curve a tail (g.)  

o All letters with lines – the tall or short line must start at the top (topline for tall letters, midpoint for 

short letters) and pull down (l, h,t) or pull diagonally down (v, w.)  All short cross lines start from the 

left and go to the right.  Cross lines are written just above the midpoint and are short and neat. 

o IF writing for practice, please do NOT let your child write tons of ‘tries’ incorrectly.  It is more helpful 

to practice one correctly with you and then try 1 or 2 more with you watching for formation while 

saying the sounds as they write. Muscle memory is huge, so we don’t want them practicing 

incorrectly. Pairing saying, hearing, writing together really builds memory of both formation and 

sounds.  

o All phonogram writing papers will have colored models written by a teacher.  We will always put 

corrections or models in a different color than regular pencil.  For now, we are giving more 

encouragement by way of ‘stars’ or ‘smileys’ but soon we will get them to a place where they look for 

their best work to star.  Eventually stars will go away, and they will always be looking to check their 

work and see how they can improve or keep it consistent.  

 

 Number writing:  I will be sending you our number rhymes (all the verbiage I use to help them form numbers 

correctly) once we finish learning how to write all numbers.   

The biggest helps to your kindergartner as they write numbers at home are: 1. Tell them where to start the 

number (“Start on the left.”  “Start on the right.”)  2. Immediately have them correct any backwards numbers 

so that muscle memory and visual memory are not poorly affected.  We want them to see and feel the correct 

directionality of numbers now so that they don’t have more to correct later. *When writing numbers on lines 

or rows, all numbers SIT on the baseline and are medium size – shorter than the top line, taller than the 

midpoint.   

 


